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Abstract—We present a decision support application which can
be used for alternative route generation in case of tramway traffic
disruptions. Our solution is based on a mixed graph network
model, where vertices represent major points and edges are used
to model track sections. The proposed application uses model
data stored in a set of source files and enables the user to
execute one of four algorithms which are useful for tramway
traffic management in case of a crisis situation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T
RAFFIC congestion, especially in the major cities, is

constantly growing. Simultaneously, the environmental

awareness level is becoming higher and higher. Thus, these

two factors cause the increasing role of the public transport in

our everyday. Optimized transportation services are considered

as a significant factor that makes the city more effective

for its inhabitants as well as business entities [1], [2]. Such

situation can be observed primarily in urban agglomerations

with the advanced traffic systems and the variety of public

transportation.

However, even in such developed areas, the urban transport

management entities have to deal with some crisis situations.

There are many random factors or infrastructure conditions

which cause specific crisis issues.

From the traffic management perspective, the extreme cases

require an intervention of a traffic controller like emergency

rerouting of vehicles. Incorrect or lack of the decision can

cause instability in the whole traffic system with the conse-

quence of financial losses.

European Commission in [3] also takes into account the

problem of public transport continuity assurance. One of

their thought-provoking example concerning the disruption

of transportation system was the example the eruption of

Eyjafjallajökull volcano in Iceland in April 2010.

This work constitutes a continuation of our previous

work [4], which introduced a mixed graph-based mathematical

model for public transport networks. Here, we extend our

previous contribution by describing additional route generation

algorithms and presenting a sample application that enables

their use in practice. We focus on using our solution in the

area of tramway transit, as this means of transport is more

exposed to crisis situations compared to road traffic.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the

existing works referring to public transport management. In

Section III, a graph-based network model used in the proposed

solution is presented. In Section IV, the algorithms for route

generation are described. Application details are presented in

Section V, and its usage examples are shown in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

There are several areas related to the subject our research,

such as road traffic analysis, graph theory or vehicle route

planning. As ad-hoc re-planning in case of crisis situation

often leads to deterioration of plan quality, a robust route

planning for passenger vehicles in city traffic was proposed

by Ernst [5]. His approach, similar to our solution, allows for

real-time robust route planning [6]. Mandziuk and Nejman [7]

proposed a method for generating optimal routes for vehicle

drivers who need to reach their customers using tree search

algorithm. Another work presents a solution of a Capacited

Vehicle Routing Problem using a Mixed Integer Linear Pro-

gramming model [8]. Adamski [9], in turn, used stochastic

processes for bus dispatching system. In [10], various types of

decision support systems for vehicle fleet management were

reported. In the context of a complex on-line control problem,

one of such decision support system used in case of temporary

railway track closures was presented in [11]. This approach

combines the graphical power of Petri nets with the fuzzy sets

which model rule-based expert system. Among the research

concerned with optimal control of tramway networks, Blasum

et al. [12] proposed three variants of solution for a problem of

optimal tram scheduling in the morning – i.e. ordering tram as-

signments to departure. Winter and Zimmermann [13] extend

this discussion on daily tram dispatching in localized depots.

III. NETWORK MODEL

The model used as a basis for the proposed application

combines the approaches where directed [14] and undirected

[15] graphs are used to represent public transport systems.

In this paper, a mixed graph-based model was used, where

directed edges correspond to tracks on double track sections

and undirected edges are used to represent bi-directional single

tracks. Its simplified form is presented by formula 1.

G = (V,E), (1)

where:
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• V is a finite set of vertices,

• E = E1 ∪ E2 is a set of both directed and undirected

edges.

All the edges are assigned a vector weight function γ which

has non-negative values of the planed time of ride and section

length, expressed in minutes and kilometers, respectively. It is

specified by formula 2.

∀e ∈ E, γ(e) = {t, l} (2)

Vertices of the graph correspond to selected decision points

in the network, such as: track junctions, waiting points before

single tracks, terminuses, parking tracks, initial stops, en-

trances or exits of a depot. As most of those points have a lim-

ited space for cars, a non-negative vertex capacity function C.

Its values are integers expressed in units of measure or number

of cars. The capacity function is given by formula 3. In order

to identify terminuses a logical function τ : V −→ {0, 1}
was defined. Its value is equal to 1 if the selected vertex is

a terminus and 0 otherwise.

C : V −→ Z≥0 (3)

In the first step of the model creation bi-directional track

endpoints are connected with undirected edges while the other

vertices are linked with directed edges regarding left-hand

driving. An assumption is made that edges connecting two

vertices within the area of one stop are given a zero-weight.

The same rule applies to edges leading to single track sections.

In order to eliminate the error of changing car direction

at an endpoint of a single track, the model definition contains

a set of forbidden paths. A forbidden path is a path, whose any

subsequence fulfills at least one of the following conditions:

• passing from one double-track section to another if there

is an endpoint of a bi-directional track in between,

• entry to a single track section directly from an edge with

a non-zero weight vector,

• if a vertex is an endpoint of an undirected edge and

any other edge is chosen when generating path running

through this vertex.

An example of a forbidden path is shown in Figure 1 which

represents the "Ruda Połuniowa" passing loop, connecting two

single track sections. According to this part of the network

model there is a path designated by a sequence of vertices

(2, 3, 4). In real tramway networks following this route with

a car having only one driver cabin is not possible, as it would

need a change of direction, which in this case is allowed only

on a loop or a turning triangle.

Figure 1. Model of the passing loop "Ruda Południowa".

A tramway line is a set of paths between two vertices

marked as terminuses. As the route may differ depending on

the direction and time of the day, the notion of variant is used

to describe a specific run. Let p(vs, vt) be a path from vs to

vt, then a variant can be defined by formula 4.

w(vs, vt) = p(vs, vt) : τ(vs) = 1 ∧ τ(vt) = 1 (4)

Therefore, a line is described as a set of variants marked by

a specific number:

L(n) = {w(vs, vt)}, n ∈ N. (5)

A train is a car or a set of cars in operation with respect to

defined schedule or the orders of a traffic controller, running

on a specific line or off-schedule. The solution proposed

in this paper is applicable for planed trains which can be

characterized by the following elements:

1) Train number (a line number concatenated with a run-

ning number in range 0-99).

2) Schedule, containing departure times from initial stops.

IV. SOLVING METHOD

When there is a need to temporarily close a section of

the track, which corresponds to a removal of an edge in

the graph model, a train approaching the blocked section

has to be redirected to an alternative route. Therefore it is

needed to solve a path generation problem, by finding the best

destination point and the shortest route connecting with that

vertex the current position vp which can be estimated based

on the timetable or using a vehicle positioning system [16].

This route is calculated using the modified Dijkstra algorithm

that excludes forbidden paths during the search by assigning

infinite distances to vertices reachable by such a path.

A. Route generation algorithm

The algorithm used in the application presented in this

paper consists in generating a shortest path to each reachable

terminus. Routes leading to terminuses whose capacity is

exceeded are excluded from the search. The alternative route is

selected by maximizing a profit function. If p0 is the subpath of

the current variant, starting from vertex vp then profit function

Q is described by formula 6.

Q(p0, pa, pc, va) =
d(pc) + φ(va)

|d(p0)− d(pa)|
, (6)

where:

• pa is the calculated alternative path,

• pc is the common part of paths p0 i pa,

• va is the terminus of pa,

• d(p) is the length of path p,

• φ(v) = 1 if v is the terminus of p0 and 0 otherwise.

If two or more routes are assigned the same value of

function Q the shortest one is chosen and if they have the

same length, the one with a less occupied terminus is selected.
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B. Time of ride calculation

In real transport systems the actual time of ride may differ

from the scheduled one. Minor delays happen usually in case

of high traffic congestion, passenger exchange as well as

weather conditions. However, more significant disruptions may

occur if a train runs off-schedule on a route containing single

track sections. In such a case, when calculating the time of ride

between two decision points, it is needed to take into account

the time spent for waiting at the entrance of each single track.

The algorithm used to calculate time of ride tp through route

p which contains single tracks is as follows:

1) Set tp = 0 and t0 as current time.

2) Calculate scheduled time t1 to the nearest single track

section. Set tp = t+ t1.

3) Set t2 as the scheduled time of ride through the single

track section. If there is a train on this section in time

interval (t0 + tp, t0 + tp + t2) then set tp = tp + 1 and

re-execute this step. Otherwise set tp = tp + t2.

4) If there are no more single track sections on the route

then calculate scheduled time of ride t3 until the end of

the route and finish calculations setting tp = tp + t3.

Otherwise go back to step 2.

Using this method enables to estimate the real time of ride

through a path, assuming that the train in the opposite direction

runs without disruptions.

C. Return algorithm

After removing the effects of a crisis situation and re-

opening the blocked section it is necessary to put the re-

routed trains on their original paths and return to scheduled

operation as soon as possible. A method that calculates the

return scenario for train np and point vs at time t0:

1) Find the nearest scheduled departure of train np from

initial stop vp.

2) Generate the shortest path from point vs to vp and

calculate time of ride tp to this vertex.

3) If the arrival at point vp occurs after the scheduled

departure of the next train departing from this point,

then set vp equal to the initial stop of the next departure

after time t0 + tp and go back to point 2.

4) If the arrival at point vp occurs after the scheduled

departure of train np from this point or parking at point

vp is not possible (vertex capacity exceeded), then set

t0 = t0 + tp and go back to point 2.

5) Finish calculations. Train np is back to schedule at time

t0 + tp at point vp.

V. APPLICATION

The aim of the created application is to support dispatchers

in the process of tramway traffic management in case of

operation disruptions caused by crisis situations. Usually the

decisions being taken in such cases are based on the network

knowledge and work experience of the dispatcher. Unified

criteria of alternative route generations were not formulated,

which can lead to long lasting disturbances in urban transport

circulation. The proposed system can be operated by one user,

who works as a dispatcher and manages the tramway traffic

within a designated area. People employed on this post are

characterised by very good level of network knowledge, but

in general they are not accustomed to use advanced computer

tools. Moreover, there are often cases when disturbances

occur in two or more places at the same time and that

requires constant attention as well as contact with drivers

and traffic control services. Therefore the decision support

system for dispatchers needs to be simple and efficient, and

provide a clear interface that demands from its user only data

necessary for problem solving. The main requirement that was

formulated for the application was the possibility to run it in

various environments, without the necessity to use any specific

equipment or dedicated software. Therefore source files should

be saved in an open format which enables easy editing.

A. Usage scenarios

According to previous assumptions made in this section

only one user is needed in the application and this person uses

it on their workstation only. Therefore user authentication was

excluded from the scope making the assumption that the user

logs into their account in the operating system. The following

usage scenarios were proposed for the application:

• display network information: decision points and section

parameters,

• localize train on the route,

• generate alternative route for a train when a certain

section is blocked,

• return to the schedule.

B. Data flow analysis

The input of the application is data inserted by the user

and network model files. During the design phase a decision

was made not to use an external database with complete

network information. The reason for that decision was the

simplification of the system. The assumption was made that

the network model is uploaded to the system in form of source

files during start-up. This solution is not optimal regarding

operating memory usage, but enables the program to run

without the necessity to maintain connection with a database

server. A simplified data flow diagram [17], representing the

proposed system’s inputs and outputs was shown in Figure 2.

Inbound data were marked with blue color while outbound

data (information shown on the screen and logs saved to file)

was marked with green color.

According to the diagram presented in Figure 2 inbound

and outbound data are:

1) Selected function and, according to the scenario:

a) section or decision point ID,

b) train number and current time,

c) train number, blocked section ID, current time,

d) train number, train location, current time.

2) Model files: graph details, route list and schedules.

3) User information, according to the scenario:
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a) section or decision point parameters,

b) train location and direction,

c) recommended alternative route and return path,

d) recommended direction and estimated time of the

return to schedyle

4) Logs generated by the application and saved to a text

file.

C. Proposed solution

A sample application was created in the widely used Java

language, using the IntelliJ IDEA 14.1.1 and Java SDK 1.8

package. Graphical user interface was made using Java Swing

library. The network was modelled using JUNG library (Java

Universal Network/Graph Framework) [18], dedicated to rep-

resent both directed and undirected graph. The created model

described in section III was implemented using SparseGraph

which allows to perform operations on mixed graphs. This

class enables the programmer to define vertices and edges as

objects and contains methods that enable to:

• specify edge type (directed or undirected),

• determine vertices incident to the selected edge,

• determine the edge connecting two vertices,

• determine successors of a vertex.

Regarding the large number of parameters, presented in

section III, vertices and edges of the network graph were

defined as classes. Distances in kilometers are represented

as decimals and time of ride is represented as integer and

expressed in minutes, which is a dominant unit in public

transport scheduling [19]. Additional classes were created also

to represent trains and tramway lines. Variants of the latter, as

well as other paths corresponding to tramway routes used in

the system, are represented as lists of vertices IDs.

The length of tramcars used in Europe can be estimated

between 10 and 55 meters [20], [21]. Therefore the capacity

of vertices was expressed as integer in range 0-3, where one

unit corresponds to 17 meters. A zero capacity was set in case

when stoppage is not allowed at the selected point.

D. Model files

Information about the tramway network mathematical

model are stored in four CSV files, each of which is used

to create objects of the corresponding class. In order to use

the application without errors it is necessary to define the

following files:

Figure 2. Simplified data flow diagram.

1) File vertices.csv which holds information about graph

vertices. Columns: vertex ID, vertex name (8 charac-

ters), description, capacity, information, if the vertex is

a terminus.

2) edges.csv stores information about graph edges.

Columns: start vertex ID, end vertex ID, description,

capacity, scheduled time of ride, length, information if

the edge is undirected. During the upload of model

files each edge is assigned a unique number, which is

a concatenation of its endpoints IDs, and a 17-character

name in form of its endpoints names connected by

a dash. In case of an undirected edge the vertex with

a lower ID is used at first.

3) lines.csv stores information about tram lines. Columns:

line number, variant number, description, vertices on the

route (one ID per column).

4) tramcars.csv stores information about trains and timeta-

bles. Adding a new train is executed by inserting the

keyword new in a new row, along with the train number

and vehicle type. The following vertices determine the

timetable. Columns: departure time, variant number.

First row of every source file is a legend for used columns

and is omitted during data upload. Part of the file lines.csv

containing the definition of line "0" and its four variants is

presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Source file with line definitions, opened in a spreadsheet editor.

VI. USAGE EXAMPLES

The application has a form of an executable JAR file which

can be successfully run in Windows (7 or higher) as well es

Linux (Ubuntu 14 or equal) environment. Application window

is presented in Figure 4. Each of the usage scenarios is

represented by a separate button.

Functionalities of the proposed application were tested

using a model representing the central part of Upper-Silesian

tramway network, which is the largest tramway system in

Poland [22]. The test model is a mixed graph containing 135

vertices and 187 edges, 19 of which are undirected.

A. Network Information

Pressing the button Network Information executes the func-

tion which returns current information about the selected point

or section. A pop-up window with input fields for current time

and section/point ID appears on the screen. A sample result

presenting section parameters and its occupancy was presented

in Figure 6.

In TramLogs.txt file simplified logs, which contain infor-

mation about the results of a query, are saved. Full point

and section descriptions were replaced with their short names

having 8 and 17 characters respectively (see section V-D for

details).
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Figure 4. Initial window of the application run in Windows environment.

Figure 5. Network information data input.

B. Train location

Train location is verified after pressing the appropriate

button. The result is a point or section where the selected train

is situated in the inserted time. In addition the user is informed

about the line number and direction. In case of trains which

are included in the list but are out of service, their depot is

displayed as the current location.

C. Alternative route generation

The most important functionality of the application which

is alternative route generation is executed by pressing the

Alternative Route button. The user is asked for traffic dis-

ruption time and the train number, for which the route will

be generated, as well as for ID of the blocked section. As

a response the user is given a list of decision points for the

generated route, its length and the estimated time of ride

calculated regarding other vehicles moving on this route. In the

next step a return path to the original route is recommended.

Its departure time is equal to the arrival time on the selected

terminus, if it is empty or to the departure of the last train that

was stationing on this terminus.

A practical example of the application utility is as follows:

it was admitted that on Saturday at 12:10 PM there was

a collision of a tramway with a passenger car on a rail crossing

in the city center of Katowice. The car is severely damaged

and its immediate removal is not possible. In such case the

dispatcher takes a decision to temporarily close the section

Figure 6. System response with network information.

shown in Figure 7. This section is included in the original

route of line 0. Train 01, which is approaching the closed track,

needs to be directed to an alternative route. After inserting data

to the application the user gets the response shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Closed section as a result of a collision [own work based on
openstreetmap.org].

D. Return to schedule

After re-opening the blocked section it is necessary to put

the trains back on their original routes. The user executes

the appropriate procedure by pressing the button Return to

schedule. In the next step the number of the train, which is off-

schedule, as well as its location (nearest decision point) and the

starting time are inserted. This functionality can be illustrated

by the following example: as a result of the overhead line

failure the power was turned off at 3 PM on the section "Rynek

- Rondo" in the city center of Katowice. Train 161 was directed

to an alternative route towards Zawodzie depot. Half an hour

later, at 3:30 PM, the line was repaired and the dispatcher

re-opened the section. In such a case all the trains operating

off-schedule have to come back to their original routes as soon

as possible. Therefore the dispatcher runs the procedure whose

results are presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Alternative route generated for train 01

Figure 9. Recommended return plan for train 161.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a decision support system for

robust traffic management. Using the proposed application

is possible in different software environments, without the

necessity of using additional equipment. Its practical use may

lead to more efficient reactions for crisis situations occurring

in public transport. A significant feature of our approach is

the mixed graph-based network model which can be used

to represent various types of tramway networks, including

bi-directional single track routes. In our future research

we plan to extend the algorithm by allowing it to generate

alternative routes for more trains at one time and provide

complex information for the user as well as improving a data

structure containing information about the model and linking

it to the existing tramway databases.
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